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Days of Wonder announces new Relic Runners board game
Fearless Explorers travel the jungle in search of lost temples

filled with forgotten treasures and relics.

Los Altos, CA; Paris, France – June 18, 2013. Today, Days of Wonder announces a
new large-format board game, Relic Runners, designed by newcomer Matthew
Dunstan. Players follow trails across the jungle board map as they explore stacks of
temples and ruins, ultimately hoping to uncover precious relics and earn victory
points.

Players work to efficiently manage their resources: building pathways; making sure to
carry sufficient Rations; and expand their Explorer’s Toolbox to help them explore,
resupply, take additional actions, and score bonuses. Skillful planning will lead to a
successful expedition as they travel their pathways to capture valuable relics.

“With Relic Runners you get to plan and anticipate an amazing turn, hoping to outrace
your opponents towards your goal. This feeling, along with an ever-changing board
and the many surprising combinations for players to discover, are the things I am
most proud of in the game,” said Relic Runners designer, Matthew Dunstan. “It's a
game where you definitely have to keep your eyes on what your opponents are
doing!”

Relic Runners includes 5 Explorer Sets, each including: An Explorer Miniature,
Explorer Chart, 10 Pathways and 3 Toolboxes; plus 24 Ruin Tiles & 20 Temple Tile
Sets; 20 Sculpted Relics; as well as Ration Packs; Toolbox Tokens and Victory Coins
This stand-alone board game is for 2-5 players, ages 10+ and takes approximately
40-80 minutes to play. It is expected to be available worldwide in September 2013 at a
retail price of $60/€50. For more info, visit the website at www.relic-runners.com.
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Days of Wonder develops and publishes games that Play different.™ From its
insistence on releasing only a very limited number of new games to its
uncompromising board game production values and unique in-house digital
development team, Days of Wonder consistently raises the bar with an unmatched
string of hits that includes Ticket to Ride, the world’s best-selling train game; Small
World, the legendary fantasy game of epic conquests; and Memoir ’44, the World War
II saga with 20 expansions to its credit. Days of Wonder board games are distributed
in 30 countries, with digital versions available on the iOS App Store and Google Play, as
well as on Steam and on Days of Wonder’s web site: www.daysofwonder.com

Days of Wonder, Ticket to Ride, Small World, Memoir '44 and Relic Runners are all
trademarks or registered trademarks of Days of Wonder, Inc. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners.
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